Charlotte’s Web
E. B. White
Wilbur the pig's life has already been saved by Fern, but when he is sold to her uncle, he
realises his life is in even more danger.
Enter Charlotte A. Cavatica, a beautiful large grey spider. Charlotte is determined to
keep Wilbur from the chopping block, and comes up with an ingenious way to do just
that.
Charlotte's Web is a classic tale of friendship, bravery and some animal magic.

Click here to buy
Kensuke’s Kingdom
Michael Morpurgo
Washed up on an island in the Pacific, Michael struggles to survive on his own. With no
food and no water, he curls up to die. When he wakes, there is a plate beside him of
fish, of fruit, and a bowl of fresh water.
He is not alone . . .

Click here to buy
Journey to the Centre of My Brain
James Carter
Enjoy a whistle-stop tour through a poet’s imagination! With meditations on the
universe, teddy bears, and one of his four guitars named Keith, James Carter’s poems
cover a variety of subjects with humour and thoughtfulness.
The clear, conversational style is very accessible, while there is some beautiful use of
language, such as a description of the Northern Lights ‘bursting forth/in winter skies’.

Click here to buy
Max and the Millions
Ross Montgomery
Max is used to spending time alone - it's difficult to make friends in a big, chaotic school
when you're deaf. He prefers to give his attention to the little things in life . . . like
making awesome, detailed replica models.
Then Mr Darrow, the school caretaker and fellow modeller, goes missing. Max must
follow his parting instruction: 'Go to my room. You'll know what to do.'
There on the floor he finds a pile of sand . . . and in the sand is Mr Darrow's latest
creation . . . a tiny boy, no bigger than a raisin, Luke, Prince of the Blues. And behind the
tiny boy . . . millions of others - a thriving, bustling, sprawling civilization!

Click here to buy

Inventors: Incredible stories of the world's most ingenious
inventions
Robert Winston
Step into Leonardo da Vinci's workshop, relax on board Hideo Shima's speedy bullet
train, and join movie star Hedy Lamarr to bounce ideas around in between takes.
Inventors looks at the towering achievements of more than 50 inventors in great detail.
The stories are as unusual as they are unique. From Mr. Kellogg, who accidentally
created cornflakes after leaving grains boiling for too long, to the ancient Turkish
polymath Ismail al-Jazari, who decided the best way to power a clock was with a model
elephant, to Sarah E. Goode's fold-up bed space-saving solution.

Click here to buy
The Accidental Prime Minister
Tom McLaughlin
When Joe tells a local news reporter exactly what he would do if he were leader of the
country, the video goes viral and Joe's speech becomes famous all over the world!
Before long, people are calling for the current leader to resign and give someone else a
go . . . and that's how an ordinary boy like Joe ended up with the most extraordinary
job. Now the fun can really start . . .
Hats for cats! Pet pigs for all! Banana shaped buses! Swimming pools on trains!
A hilarious story of one boy's meteoric rise to power!

Click here to buy
Apes to Zebras: An A-Z of Shape Poems
Roger Stevens , Liz Brownlee & Sue Hardy-Dawson
This gorgeous collection of animal poems will entrance and delight in equal measure.
Featuring a full alphabet of animals, birds, and insects, with the odd extinct or imaginary
creature thrown in, these beautiful shape poems are a perfect way to introduce children
to poetry. Some funny, some serious, there is something here for everyone.

Click here to buy
The Worst Witch
Jill Murphy
Hold on to your broomstick for magical mayhem with Jill Murphy's much-loved classic
The Worst Witch- the original story of life at a magical boarding school.
Mildred Hubble is a trainee at Miss Cackle's Academy for Witches, but she's making an
awful mess of it.
She keeps getting her spells wrong and crashing her broomstick. And when she turns
Ethel, the teacher's pet into her worst enemy, chaos ensues...

Click here to buy

The Lost Book of Adventure: from the notebooks of the Unknown Adventurer
Unknown Adventurer (Author), Teddy Keen
You’ll be transported by riveting adventure tales from around the globe, like being
dragged off by a hyena in Botswana, surviving a Saharan dust storm, being woken by an
intrepid emperor penguin in Antarctica and coming face-to-face with a venomous
bushmaster (one of the most dangerous snakes on the planet) – all told in lyrical prose
and illustrations that wonder at the mysterious beauty of the wild.

Click here to buy
Absolutely Everything!: A History of Earth, Dinosaurs, Rulers, Robots and Other
Things Too Numerous to Mention
Christopher Lloyd
How was our universe made from a tiny speck of energy? Where did the first trees,
plants, animals and humans come from? What happened to the dinosaurs? What was
so miserable about medieval times? How were railroads and electricity invented? What
are the perils of global warming?
From the Neanderthals to the Wright Brothers, from the Silk Trade to the Industrial
Revolution, from dinosaurs to plastic, embark on an entertaining journey across
millennia and continents. With photos, illustrations, timelines and maps in every
chapter, there is no better way to understand the earth's entire history than with this
captivating book

Click here to buy
The Danger Gang
Tom Fletcher
Franky can't wait to move to his new town - although he wishes he didn't have to leave
his best friend Dani behind.
But everything changes after the storm, when strange green lightning and powerful
thunder crash down on the town. From that night on, the kids who live on Franky's
street start to change. One by one, they become a little odd. A little unusual. A little...
magical.
Franky's always wanted to be part of an amazing gang - just like his hero, super-spy Zack
Danger! Soon, he realises that there's real danger in store for himself and his new
friends. And so, the Danger Gang is born…

Click here to buy
Frank Einstein and the Antimatter Motor: Book One: 1
Jon Scieszka
Kid-genius and inventor Frank Einstein loves figuring out how the world works by
creating household contraptions that are part science, part imagination, and definitely
unusual. In the series opener, an uneventful experiment in his garage-lab, a lightning
storm, and a flash of electricity bring Frank’s inventions—the robots Klink and Klank—to
life! Not exactly the ideal lab partners, the wisecracking Klink and the overly expressive
Klank nonetheless help Frank attempt to perfect his inventions.. . . until Frank’s
archnemesis, T. Edison, steals Klink and Klank for his evil doomsday plan!

Click here to buy

This Book is Not Rubbish: 50 Ways to Ditch Plastic, Reduce Rubbish and Save the
World
Isabel Thomas
Our planet is in peril and it needs your help! But the good news is that there are loads of
easy ways that you can make a difference. From throwing a planet party and ditching
straws, to banning glitter and becoming an art-activist, helping to save the planet is not
as difficult as you think.
Covering issues like plastics, pollution, global warming and endangered animals, this
book is full of top tips for kids and families. Discover how to ditch the plastic, reduce
your rubbish and start making everyday steps that will make all the difference.

Click here to buy
Bill's New Frock
Anne Fine
Bill Simpson wakes up to find he’s a girl, and worse, his mother makes him wear a frilly
pink dress to school. How on earth is he going to survive a whole day like this?
Everything just seems to be different for girls . . .

Click here to buy
The Great Elephant Chase
Gillian Cross
A giant Indian elephant.
A wild journey across America.
An enemy who will never stop.
Tad and Cissie are on the run with Khush the elephant. Clammy-fingered, steely-eyed
Hannibal Jackson will do anything to capture the animal.
Maybe even kill . . .
Staying ahead means being faster and smarter - but how do you hide an elephant?
Especially one with a mind of its own...

Click here to buy
Alastair Humphreys' Great Adventurers
Alastair Humphreys
This is an inspiring introduction to 20 adventurers and explorers from the last 700 years,
all of whom inspired the author to go adventuring himself, including four years of
cycling around the world. Each adventurer's story is illustrated over two double-page
spreads, featuring maps, stats, recipes, mini comics, kit lists, to-do lists and diary entries
that are fascinating practical insights into the daily life of an adventurer.

Click here to buy

Five On A Treasure Island: Book 1 (Famous Five)
Enid Blyton
Meet Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timothy. Together they are THE FAMOUS FIVE.
Julian, Dick and Anne are spending the holidays with their tomboy cousin George and
her dog, Timothy. One day, George takes them to explore nearby Kirrin Island, with its
rocky little coast and old ruined castle on the top. Over on the island, they make a
thrilling discovery, which leads them deep into the dungeons of Kirrin Castle on a
dangerous adventure. Who - and what - will they find there?

Click here to buy
Race to the Frozen North
Catherine Johnson
Matthew Henson was simply an ordinary man. That was, until Commander Robert E.
Peary entered his life, and offered him a chance at true adventure. Henson would
become navigator, craftsman, translator, and right-hand man on a treacherous journey
to the North Pole. Defying the odds and the many prejudices that faced him to become
a true pioneer.
This is his incredible and often untold story.

Click here to buy
Sam Wu Is NOT Afraid of Ghosts!
Kevin and Katie Tsang
Sam Wu is NOT a scaredy-cat (except he is). When a trip to the Space Museum goes
terrifyingly wrong, Sam begins a mission to prove to the school bully, and all of his
friends, that he is a fearless space adventurer.

A truly laugh-out-loud, voice-led and madcap story of ghost hunting, snakes and
mischievous pet cats called Butterbutt, perfect for fans of Tom Gates, Wilf the Mighty
Worrier and Barry Loser, and readers aged six plus.

Click here to buy
The Day I fell into a Fairytale
Ben Miller
Lana loves stories. Especially the ones she and her brother, Harrison, share in their
make-believe games. But when Harrison decides he’s too grown-up to play with Lana
she finds herself feeling lonely. Until something magical happens…
Hidden in the strange new supermarket in town, Lana discovers a portal to a fairytale
world! But these aren’t the happy-ever-after fairytales that Lana knows, they are darker
and more dangerous, and the characters need Lana’s help to defeat an evil witch. But
she can’t do it alone. Can she convince Harrison to believe in stories again and journey
to the world with her. . . before it’s too late?

Click here to buy

One Dog and His Boy
Eva Ibbotson
All Hal ever wanted was a dog - but a dog would damage the expensive carpets in his
parents' glamorous home, and they refuse to consider one. That's until they discover
Easy Pets, a dog-rental agency. Fleck the terrier arrives on Hal's birthday, and Hal is
overjoyed. But when Hal discovers to his horror that his dog is to be returned, he runs
away... along with a bunch of pedigree hounds, all joyfully escaping from Easy Pets!
Soon Hal and his dogs - including Otto the wise St Bernard, and the fierce and excitable
Pekinese Li-Chee - are being chased across the country by ruthless pursuers. Helped by a
travelling circus and some orphanage children, can they race to freedom?

Click here to buy
Accidental Trouble Magnet: Book 1
Zanib Mian
My parents decided it would be a good idea to move house AND move me to a new
school at the same time. As if I didn't have a hard enough time staying out of trouble at
home, now I've also got to try and make new friends. What's worse, the class bully
seems to think I'm the perfect target.
At least Eid's around the corner which means a feast (YAY) and presents (DOUBLE YAY).
Well, as long as I can stay in Mum and Dad's good books long enough...

Click here to buy
Sky Song
Abi Elphinstone
In the snowy kingdom of Erkenwald, whales glide between icebergs, wolves hunt on the
tundra and polar bears roam the glaciers. But the people of this land aren’t so easy to
find - because Erkenwald is ruled by an evil Ice Queen and the tribes must stay hidden
or risk becoming her prisoners at Winterfang Palace.
Join Eska, a girl who breaks free from a cursed music box, and Flint, a boy whose
inventions could change the fate of Erkenwald forever, as they journey to the Never
Cliffs and beyond in search of an ancient, almost forgotten, song with the power to
force the Ice Queen back.

Click here to buy
Atlas of Adventures: Wonders of the World:
Ben Handicott
From the team behind the best-selling Atlas of Adventures comes this aweinspiring journey of discovery. Travel around the world to scale the Eiffel Tower, trek the
Great Wall of China, and raft through the Yosemite Valley. Showcasing the globe's most
impressive landscapes, iconic buildings and evocative antiquities from both the modern
and ancient worlds, this is the most wonderful Atlas adventure yet!

Click here to buy

A Boy and a Bear in a Boat
Dave Shelton
A boy and a bear go to sea, equipped with a suitcase, a comic book and a ukulele. They
are only travelling a short distance and it really shouldn't take long. But their journey
doesn't quite go to plan . . .
Faced with turbulent storms, a terrifying sea monster and the rank remains of a very
dangerous sandwich, the odds are against our unlikely heroes. Will the Harriet, their
trusted vessel, withstand the violent lashings of the salty waves? And will anyone ever
answer their message in a bottle?

Click here to buy
Beetle Boy
M.G. Leonard
Darkus can't believe his eyes when a huge insect drops out of the trouser leg of his
horrible new neighbour. It's a giant beetle - and it seems to want to communicate. But
how can a boy be friends with a beetle? And what does a beetle have to do with the
disappearance of his dad and the arrival of Lucretia Cutter, with her taste for creepy
jewellery?

Click here to buy
Real-life Mysteries: Can you explain the unexplained?
Susan Martineau
Have you ever wondered what exactly does go bump in the night? From mysteries like
Shackleton's ghostly companion to the Loch Ness Monster and friends, read the
amazing evidence about these mysterious cases and make up your own mind. Quench
your curiosity with this new myth-busting (and sometimes, myth-confirming!)
fascinating kids case study book. Things are not always what they seem - until they are,
then you might wish you had never asked!

Click here to buy
Krindlekrax
Philip Ridley
Ruskin Splinter is small and thin, with knock-knees, thick glasses and a squeaky voice,
and the idea of him taming a dragon makes the whole class laugh. Big, strong Elvis is
stupid but he looks like a hero. So who is more likely to get the big part in the school
play? But when the mysterious beast, Krindlekrax, threatens Lizard Street and everyone
who lives there, it is Ruskin who saves the day and proves he is the stuff that heroes are
made of after all.

Click here to buy

Saving Winslow
Sharon Creech
Louie was born prematurely. Newcomer Nora lost a premature baby brother and this
experience has left her anxious and slow to trust. The two children bond over Winslow,
a frail orphaned baby donkey, not expected to survive, whom Louie adopts despite his
poor track record with saving bugs, worms or goldfish. For both, saving the adorable
Winslow helps them to feel less powerless about underlying anxieties, such as Louie’s
fears for his beloved brother serving in the army who now signs his infrequent letters
“remember me”. This short novel has delightfully humorous scenes as Winslow grows
stronger (and louder.

Click here to buy
The Magic Place
Chris Wormell
Clementine - though she is usually called Oiya (Oy, you) by her dreadful Aunt and Uncle
– has dreams of a magic place she may have once known. Her only friend is the cat
Gilbert, as Clementine has a Cinderella-like existence working all day and then being
locked away in the cellar at night. She glimpses the sky through looking up the chimney
in her cellar, until one day she looks out of a window in the house and sees the magic
place she has imagined… Then follows a great adventure through the Great Black City as
Clementine miraculously escapes and tries to find her magic place.

Click here to buy
Asha & The Spirit Bird
Jasbinger Bilan
Asha lives in the foothills of the Himalayas. Money is tight and she misses her papa who
works in the city. When he suddenly stops sending his wages, a ruthless moneylender
ransacks their home and her mother talks of leaving.
From her den in the mango tree, Asha makes a pact with her best friend, Jeevan, to find
her father and make things right. But the journey is dangerous: they must cross the
world's highest mountains and face hunger, tiredness - even snow leopards.
And yet, Asha has the unshakeable sense that the spirit bird of her grandmother - her
nanijee - is watching over her ...

Click here to buy
Lesser Spotted Animals
Martin Brown
Bison are banned and tigers are taboo! Say goodbye to the gnu, cheerio to the cheetah
and poo poo to the panda. The world of Lesser Spotted Animals starts HERE! Discover
the brilliant beasts you never knew you needed to know anything about - from the
numbat to the zorilla and everything in between. Martin Brown's wonderfully funny and
fact-tastic writing, teamed with his fabulous illustrations and tummy-tickling jokes is a
winning combination.

Click here to buy

The Terrible Thing That Happened to Barnaby Brocket
John Boyne
There's nothing unusual or different about the Brocket family - and they're keen to keep
it that way. But when Barnaby Brocket comes into the world, it's clear he's anything but
ordinary. To his parents’ horror, Barnaby defies the laws of gravity - and floats.
Soon, the Brockets decide enough is enough. The neighbours are starting to talk. They
never asked for a weird, abnormal, floating child. Barnaby has to go . . .
Betrayed and frightened, Barnaby floats into the path of a very special hot air balloon –
and so begins a magical journey around the world, with a cast of extraordinary new
friends.

Click here to buy
Everest
Sangma Francis & Lisk Feng
A fantastic link to our Explorers topic!
What do we know about Mount Everest? Probably that it’s the tallest mountain in the
world, and that it has been climbed by various well-known mountaineers. Though the
story includes those facts, Francis & Feng’s Everest is so much more: we learn about its
religious significance to the Hindus and Buddhists that live close to it, its legend as the
place of Shambhala, a heavenly place of beauty and peace ruled by the benevolent
Kalki. We’re also taught about the animals, flora and fauna that are native to Everest,
and of the problem of litter on its hard-to-reach planes and peaks.

Click here to buy
Flights of Fancy
The exceptional talents behind some of the nation's best-loved books – from The
Gruffalo to The BFG, We're Going on a Bear Hunt to the Charlie and Lola series – the
Children's Laureates are the perfect ambassadors for children's literature. This beautiful
gift anthology marks twenty wonderful years of the Laureateship, with stories, poems
and pictures by all ten former honourees. Among others, Quentin Blake tells the stories
behind his pictures of weird and wonderful beasts, Michael Morpurgo draws on
childhood memories for a moving wartime tale and Michael Rosen plays with language
and shapes in his witty, read-aloud poems.

Click here to buy

